Game Station 7
Magic Bowlers
I was fortunate enough once again to be given the
opportunity to help out with the Lower Primary
Games Day event held on 3rd August 2018. This
being my second time was no different to what I
had experienced in 2017.
Coordination of the event was well handled and
emails sent promptly prior to the actual day. We
The CPC members present were well
were asked to meet at Barré Hall Level 2 at
organized and efficient. I was immediately
around 10:15am.
assigned to the Choral Room to help at the
Magic Bowlers game station. The PE teacher,
Ms Kian, frequently visited the Choral Room to
cheer for and encourage the students and to
keep pace and time.

My team members including my ICs and the other PVs were cordial, energetic, sporting and
enthusiastic. We worked well as a team and were excited to be able to help out in this event.
With every class that came into the room, there was excitement amongst the team members
and smiles all around as the P1 and P2 students enjoyed themselves playing Magic Bowlers.
The game itself started off with the students having to first dribble one ball and then placing it
over a stopper. The second point involved moving on to another ball, picking it up and rolling
it underhand through two goal posts (hurdle). The last goal post consisted of a cone which
needed to be knocked down with a underhand roll. If they knocked down the cone, they
would score 3 points (3 Smiley’s) and if they missed, they would score 1 Point (1 Smiley) for
participation.
It was a joy to experience the cheering and laughter in the
Choral Room. Children were encouraged as well by the PVs to
have the fighting and winning spirit in them. The true joy came
when a student succeeded in knocking down the cone. We
observed the happiness and the “I DID IT” was truly rewarding
to watch.
Sean Gavin D Penha
P2 Violet
Isabela Jade D Penha

A great day of bonding and opportunity never to be missed by
any parent.

